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Introduction : Use of the adaptive beamforming in bear ing 
estimation of closely spaced radiating sources has become very 
popular due to their superresolution properties [1-4J. It has 
been shown that this method is capable of resolving two 
independent sources which are separated by an angle which is of 
the order of one standard beamwidth (sbw) and somet1mes less. 
The performance of this method is severelr degraded, however 
when coherent, or highly correlated signa s are present [lJ. It 
is the goal of the this work obtain analytical estimates of the 
potential capability for adaptive beamforming method 1n the 
presence of correlation among the sources . Our resolution 
analysis is based on the assumpt ion that the covariance matrix 
of the received signal to be determined exactly by averaging 
over an infinite period of time, thus enabling us to obtain an 
estimate of the limit power of resolution. 
Signal model: We consider a passive array, having N sensors, 

receiving stat10nary random narrow-band signals emanating from 
correlated point sources . The received signals are know to be 
embedded in spatially white nOise with unknow variance in each 
sensor. Noise is assumed to be stat istical ly independent with 
the signals . We shall be limited by the assumption, that array 
is linear, its sensors are omnidirectional and received signals 
have plane wavefrcnls. followi ng [2J. adaptive beamforming 
algorithm invol ve the evaluation functional 

PCp) = ( S'"R- 'S' )- . (1) 

R is the covariance matrix, S' is direction-of-look vector . 
Here, we are interested in the two-source case. Covariance 
matrix of the received signal can be expressed as 

R = 5'! + 6'S' S'" +0'$ S'" + 0 5 (p$ S'" + $ S'"p.) (2) 
o 111 2a2 12 12 Oil 

6~ is the noise power , 5~ is variance of p-t h signal, $p is 
direction vector of p-th signal. The coefficient of correlation 
between signals is defined as follows p =Iplexp ()'P), where /pl 
and 'P represent the modulus and argument of the correlat1on 
factor . Let us place the origin of the coordinates at the 
geometric center of the antenna. following [2J, we will 
determine the inverse covariance matrix 
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(3) 

where v =S' /6 ', I/(au.ll=sin(NatVc)/(Nsinllu/c), au=(cn6/i..) 
1,a 1. a 0 

(sin~,- __ "-in~,), a=l+N (1',+1', '+ N"v,v,d- lpl',d-l/(au.lI·" 
2Nlpl ~v v II(au) I cos~, A - wavelength, 6 - lnterelement , , 
distance. 
Resolution of source beal'ing: When the sources are resol ved, 

the beam energy evaluated at either target bearing must be 
larger than the beam energy evaluated between the target 
bearings. The criterion used for resolution of the sources is 
that the ratio of on-target to between-target beam energies 
exceed a threshold value of 1 (Rayleigh resolution limit). For 
sources of identical intensity ( 1',=",=1'" ) situated near each 
other the threshold of resolution is defined by the condition 

P(~ )?: PU'P +~ )/2) (4) 
La 1 .i 

Then, making use of (1),(3), from (4) we obtain 

1 + 2Nv"+ N"v~d -Ip I'" 1-II(au.l I', + 2Nlp Iv" cos~ ( II( au) 1-
II( awc) I') + 2N"v~d -Ip I', I/( liu.l III( liwc) 1'- 2Nv} 1 +Nv} 1- lp I',) 
II(awc) I' ?: 1+ Nv"d-ll(au.l I', (5) 

The complexity of expression (5) prevent a clear understanding 
of the effects of input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) , coherence, 
and bearing separation on resolving capability. To gain such an 
understandlng, we wlil assume that the sources are localized in 
the main lobe and that the angular distance between them is 
small . Then, expanding the functions I {(au.l I , II(awc) I in an 
exponential serles over au, we retain he flrst four terms of 
the expansion. As a result, for minimal au.b , ' from (5) we 
obtain 

au.,,,= 8.71 ((l+ lplcos'P)/(N'v" (1- lpl')))'/4 (6) 

We can see that the increase ln Ipi leads to a decrease in 
liu.,,, ; however, even in the case of strongly correlated 
sources resolution is possible if the input SNR is sifficiently 
large. For example, for Ipl=0.99 the minimum SNR is greater by 
20 dB than for uncorrelated sources for '1'=0. The relationship 
between liu.,,, and 'I' indicates that the resolving power is 
determined by the location of the array. In particular, the 
array locatea at the maximum of the interference pattern (~=O) 
exhlbits a resolving power is lower than the array at the 
minimum of the interference pattern (~=n). The maximum gain 
which can be achieved bv changing the position of the adaptive 
-:.,...,...~" it::" r4o+or- m;no..-i r.,,, t~o I'TfI-:.ntit" (1 .. 1 ..... 1)/(1_ 1 ..... 1) t' .... ,.. 
a..! 0.) J..,;) VO;: .... OI IU.LHCI....l ui .... lle \.p . .IQ.u .... J. .... , \, J. ' 1,.....1 ..... \, J. 1/0-' 1.1, 1 VI 

coherent signal the reso ulion independent or the input SNR 
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becomes imposslble. wlth the exception of the case in which 
p=rr . The effect of resolving the coherent sources for p=rr when 
using adaptive beamforming was apparent ly first detected in 
[ 4J by computer i nvest lgations. However . it should be noted 
that estimates of the angular posltion of the sources are 
significantly shifted. 
Let us consider the case ln which the angular dlst ance ~u is 

on the order of the sbw. Then I F( ~u) 1« 1. I I( ~U(2) 1« 1. Condi
tlOn ( 4 ) is satlsfied for any Nv". F'roceedlng from practical 
conslde,ations. rewrlte conditlon ( 4) in the form 

P('P ) C 0; P(('P t'P )/2). 
l. 2 1 2 

where ,,)1. The cnterion used for detectlOn of the sources. 
for example. lS that 0;=2 [2], It then is not dificult to obtain 
the following condition 

Nv" (l- lpl')' /' <: 1 
We can see that the resolution of the coherent signals is 
l mpossi ble independly of the locatlon of the array. For purpo
ses of comparlson let us note that for resolution (detectlon) 
of sources located at distances on the order of the sbw of 
classical or Bartlett beamforming we are confronted with the 
requlrement that input SNR is equal to 1. regardless of the 
conerence. 
Spatial smoothing algorithm : The promissing solution of the 

coherent signal problem was proposea by Evans et al [3J and 
developed br Shan et al [5J. Thelr spatial smoothing algorithm 
uses spatia averaglng tecnhlques to "decorrelate" (he slgnals . 
In thls approach. (he N-element llnear antenna array is grouped 
lnto K overlapping subarrays each with M elements (N=K+M-l ). 
Covariance matrlces of the subarrays R. are computed and 

• averaged to obtain the spatiall y smoothed covariance matrix R 
)( 

R = k r ~ 
k:: 1 

It has been show the rank of the nOlse free spatially smoothed 
covarlance matrix lS the same as the number of sources . It was 
demonstrated in [6J that such procedure l eads to a situation in 
WhlCh the modulus of the correlation factor dimlnishes from 
Ipi to 

(7) 

For slmollcity . we will examine the case which Ipl=l and '1'=0 . 
Then (6) lS changed to the form 

(8) 

Using (8). let us expand the expression for Ipo l in a series 
over and let us Ilmlt ourselves to the first two terms of the 
expansion. Havlng taken the derivative with a respect to i t is 
not difficult to determine opt i mal size of subarray 
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Mop,= 1 ( N + 1 ) = 1 N (g) 

Noied that 1n [7J it is suggested the spat1al smooth ing 
algorithm mod1f1cation using property of persimmetry of 
covariance matrix of received slgnal. It was shown 1n [8J that 
this method leads to a sut 1ation 1n Wh1Ch the signal coherence 
d1m1nishes to 

Ip 1 =lpl(sln((K+1)~u/2) /((K+1) sln~u/2))cos(p+(N-1)~u/2). , 
Our computer investigations shows that for this algorithm 
oot 1mal Slze of subarray Mop, definites from (9) also. 
Simulation results : This section provides several computer 

Simulations. In all examples we considered the array is assumed 
to be linear and un1formly spaced with ten omnid1rectional 
sensors . The 1n t en element spac1ng 1S assumed to be one-half 
wavelength, SNR 1n each sensor is 40 dB. The angular distanc~ 
between the sources amounted to 5° with a w1dth of about 12 
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for the ma1n lobe. The f1rst example (f1g. 1) we cons idered had 
two fully correlated planar wavefronts for the var ious values 
of the correlation-factor argument (curve 1 corresponds to p=O, 
2 - p=rr ). The second example (f1g.2) shows t he output power as 
a function of the angl e of roiatlOn 1n the applicat ion of the 
spatial smooth1ng method for p=O ( 1 - M=4, 2 - M=6, 3- M=8). 
From these curves we can see that the effect iveness of 
resolution depends slgn1ficantly on t he dimensions of the 
subaperture and will be the highest when M=8, which corresponds 
to expreSS10n (9). 
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